CROOKED MIRROR

I

couldn’t stop comparing the Reichstag brand
and Notre dame, its not the communist who gets
in trouble, it’s history, and what neoliberals is
fighting today is the history. Their politics is the
one making the right wing sadomasochistic problem, history knows that, the biggest threat to Europe has always
been its own fragility towards suicide attempt and that’s
exactly what will happen with the fascist rising. Macron
politics make the fascist
and he gets the attention,
very clever PR-bureau
with pyrotechnics, the
real loser in this power game is Quasimodo
he’s homeless now, like
all the other “freaks” in
Paris after so many years
of gentrification. Holla
I’m angry, sometimes
I’m just in this mood
and I’m good at it, because I’m one of this few
lucky kids with parents
who took very very good
care of me and told me
that the world outside
it’s wrong, it’s not me.
Another important thing
they learned me, never
trust authorities, they exist and sometimes they
are right, but most time
they are some stupid assholes who will try to
tell you what to do with
your life. Actually what
is the most difficult in
this world is to keep your
freedom, because there is this preachers everywhere trying
to tell you what to do. Even the design of the street will
tell you where to walk. So to live is a struggle to keep your
brain and body for you-self, don’t Jesus me, come back
when you walk on water, then we can reconsider what you
saying (this is the joke my Dad always told me while we
are talking about this, it makes a lot of sense to prove stuff
with the depth of water, when you live in the harbor).
I’m almost every time I’m flying seatet at the exit doors.
Every time me, with 7 big men, it’s funny, I’m started to wondering if they make some program running
while you buy you ticket, saying: this girl she’s tuff, she
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can handle the drama. And then I got the leg space,
it’s like flying 1 st class for security reasons. Haha me,
I’m a lucky little woman and to sit here and write my
thoughts down in an airplane is a luxury Leonardo Da
Vinci would understand.
This new political era, where people suddenly finds out
that police are bastards and world around them is sick,
feels weird on me, im
happy that people get
their goddamn eyes open,
quite on time, I’m just really scared of where they
all been before, and I’m
kind of scared of where
they could end up. I’m
like , wow welcome out
of you little bubble, police force in Denmark
always been violent and
you know Europe has
a great history of right
wing culture. I’m getting
a little afraid of this people who don’t know what
they talk about and wanna do good, and sometimes I even feel that
they making these feel
good politics a little like
the aristocrats in reformation who where about
to loose their power, they
started to be “woke” and
act nicely as God’S chili
dren as a self defense.
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And really all this political attention of skin color
and gender and throwing out your thrash is a very western
thing . It has nothing to do with sweatshops and demolished homelands, I think it looks like a self defense, remember class struggle is real and the middle class is fighting to keep their position..
Hopefully things can still change, we got one time more,
as black elk said, while he walked down the mountain.
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